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The test version of the helpdesk has been continuously updated since its installation in the first half of the
first project year. It receives steady input from project participants, especially from WP7.
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MRAC (Royal Museum for Central Africa) and NBGB (National Botanic Garden of Belgium) have been
implementing a helpdesk online environment, where providers have access to documentation, FAQdocumentation, a discussion forum, and contact addresses (email and phone)1.
The task of the helpdesk is to assist partners and content providers of the OpenUp! project and to reach out
to prospective associated partners. Since summer 2011, the test-installation has already been used to
support this work. As of now, the versioning of the helpdesk infrastructure has been changed from “test” to
“live”.
The Helpdesk Facility of the OpenUp! project is now installed, functional and accessible at http://openup.cybertaxonomy.africamuseum.be. For dissemination purposes the following URL can be used:
http://openup.helpdesk.africamuseum.be which is in accordance with the e-mail address
openup.helpdesk@africamuseum.be. Additional contact information are given in the footer of every page
Over the primary links menu on the top right users of the helpdesk have now access to:


the FAQ section,



Version 1 of the OpenUp! Guidelines,



additional annotated information resources,



the Forums, where users can ask specific questions and add comments after logging on to the
helpdesk site,



a link to the Project Website.

For the upcoming months it is planned to:

1



continuously update the content on the helpdesk (Questions and Answers, OpenUp!
Guidelines, identified documentation),



continuously answer questions and enhance the dispatching system,



further incorporate the helpdesk into the outreach strategy to attract new content providers.

As described in the OpenUp! - Workplan Tables, p.19

